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Share it web

You found something cool on the web – say, a photo or incredibly useful Hassle-Free PC tip. Now you want to share it with friends, and maybe add a few comments to what you share. Look at Bounce. This slick little web app takes a screenshot of a page, you add comments to one or more parts of that page, then share it via Facebook, Twitter, or email. Copy
the URL of the page you want to share to get started. Then go to the bounce site, paste the URL, and then click Create Screenshot. In a few moments, you'll see the page you've captured, but with a simple bounce toolbar at the top. Now click a box that you want to highlight, and then add some comments in the area below. Repeat this process if necessary.
Finally, click the Red Save button on the Bounce toolbar. That generates a custom URL that you copy and paste into an email. Alternatively, click on the Facebook or Twitter icons to share this feedback (that's what Bounce calls your comments) on both services. Bounce is completely free, and it doesn't require any kind of registration. Nice! Note: If you buy
something after clicking on links in our articles, we can earn a small commission. Read our affiliate link policy for more details. It's likely that the web has had an impact on your financial life (if not, well, enjoy the view from that cave). But is it possible to quantify that impact with numbers? Sure, there are standards like GDP that measure transactions like ad
sales or eBay. But what about the time (and therefore money) you save by using Google instead of going to the library? Or the savings that are made when you Soap.com instead of the local pharmacy? In their March 9 issue, The Economist covers why putting a price tag on the Internet is such a tricky business: measuring the economic impact of all the
ways the Internet has changed people's lives is fiendishly difficult because so much of it has no price. It is easier to quantify the losses Wikipedia has inflicted on encyclopedia publishers than the benefits it has generated for users... This problem is an old problem in the economy. GDP measures monetary transactions, not prosperity. Consider someone who
would pay $50 for the latest Harry Potter novel, but only has to pay $20. The $30 difference represents a non-monetary benefit called consumer surplus. The amount of internet activity that actually appears in Google's ad sales, for example, significantly underestimates its contribution to well-being by excluding the consumer surplus that benefits Google's
users. Many researchers try to quantify the consumer surplus, but That's hard. One study asked web users to estimate what they would pay for services that are currently free, such as Google: In a study commissioned by IAB Europe, a web-advertising industry group, McKinsey, a consulting firm, asked 3,360 consumers in six countries what they would pay
for 16 internet services that are now largely funded by advertising. On average, households would €38 ($50) per month for services they now get for free. Or, you might think about the problem in terms of time saved: In a paper partially funded by Google, Yan Chen, Grace YoungJoo Jeon and Yong-Mi Kim, all from the University of Michigan, asked a team of
researchers to answer questions culled from web searches. The questions included teasers like: In making cookies, does the use of butter or margarine affect the size of the cookie? On average, it took participants seven minutes to answer the questions using a search engine and 22 minutes using the University of Michigan library. The point is, the Internet
has saturated our lives so completely that measuring a single variable is almost impossible. Take Facebook, for example: You could throw up a big time and suck money on productivity (a negative value), but you could also argue that it creates networking opportunities with colleagues (a positive value). Traditional economic indicators-such as GDP are
outdated when it comes to measuring such complex behavioral networks. Perhaps economists can learn a thing or two from University of Vermont scientists trying to calculate gross domestic happiness using data from Twitter instead of traditional surveys. Read the full article here. [ILLUSTRATION: Money via Shutterstock] TechRadar is supported by its
audience. When you buy through links on our site, we can earn an affiliate commission. Learn more TechRadar newsletter Sign up for the latest news, reviews, opinion, analysis and more, plus the hottest tech deals! Thanks for signing up to TechRadar. You will soon receive a verification email. There was a problem. Refresh the page and try again. No
spam, we promise. You opt out at any time and we will never share your information without your permission. UPDATE: Check out the five best photo sharing websites for the results of this Hive Five. The... Read moreSmugMug SmugMug is a premium photo sharing website with an emphasis on professional photography. That's not to say the site isn't too
perfect for weekend photographers, as the attractive and user-friendly interface is tempting for any level of photog. The biggest hurdle for new SmugMug users is that the site does not have a free account (although there is a 14-day free trial), and the minimum price for an account is $40/year. However, SmugMug users–many of whom are former Flickr die-
hards (there's even an import tool called Smugglr)-seem very happy with their choice. Personal website If you are willing to roll up your sleeves and you have some hosted web space, you will host your digital photos on your own website. Granted, it may seem like a lot more work compared to the options, but hosting your photos on a personal site means
you have total control, and some free, open-source options for rolling your own hosting solution are often just as robust on features as their counterparts. If that sounds appealing, we've already seen you set up the free Gallery2 above) on your hosted web server. You also look at Jalbum (pictured at the top of this article). Flickr Flickr was originally conceived
in 2002 as a video game screenshot sharing website, but it quickly become a full-fledged photo sharing site with a vibrant community. The now Yahoo-owned site offers free accounts with restrictions placed on photo uploads and other features, while the $25/year Pro account promises unlimited uploads, storage and sets. Flickr, like many of the others, also
recently added video parts to their repertoire. Photo-sharing site Flickr throws its hat in the ring with YouTube and Google Video and is... Read morePicasa Web Albums Picasa Web Albums are the online counterpart to Google's popular, Windows- and Linux-only desktop photo organization software, Picasa. Despite late access to the game for photo sharing
in the middle of 2006, picasa Web Album seamless integration with Picasa and Google accounts quickly got the service a big following. A free account with Picasa Web Albums gives you 1GB of free storage, and you buy extra storage that is shared with your Gmail account for anywhere between $20/year for 10GB to $500/year for 400GB. Desktop photo
management software and Lifehacker fave Picasa has added a new feature called Picasa... Read moreFotobucket Once upon a time, Photobucket was a favorite among internet users looking to quickly host an image and share it online on sites like eBay and MySpace or on blogs and message boards. While that's still true, Photobucket has added several
features to allow users to come back to the site to manage photo albums and videos. Now that you've seen the best, it's time to vote for your favorite: Gawker Media polls require Javascript; If you're viewing this in an RSS reader, click through to view your web browser with Javascript. Honorable mention goes to social networking website Facebook and the
online artist community deviantArt.Whether it made the short list, let's hear more about your favorite in the comments. UPDATE: Check out the five best photo sharing websites for the results of this Hive Five. The number of digital photo sharing websites has increased tremendously in recent years, and most of them are pretty impressive. Gone are the days
of sending friends and family huge email attachments with hundreds of holiday photos; instead, you just send them a link. For this week's Hive Five, we want to hear all about your favorite photo-sharing website. Press the jump for the details and to punch the chad of the photo sharing service that you like best. The first consumer-priced, one-megapixel digital
cameras took to the streets just over 10 years ago,... Read moreThe first round of the Hive Five votes takes place in the comments, where you can tool presentation for the job. We get hundreds of comments, so to make your nomination clear, you record it at the top of your comment as such: STEM: Website Name goes here. If you don't. Does. this format,
your vote cannot be counted. Update: To avoid tampering with the results, votes from new commenters cannot be counted. After you've made your nomination, let us know what makes it stand out from the competition. About the Hive Five: Our new series, the Hive Five, asks readers to answer the most frequently asked question we get- Which tool is the
best? Once a week we will call for contenders looking for the best solution to a particular problem, then you tell us your favorite tools to get the job done. Every Thursday we report with the top five recommendations and give you the chance to vote on which one is best. For example, check out last week's best antivirus applications hive five. The internet is a
glorious and exciting world, but unless you are well protected with a good... Read more
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